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Abstract—Bringing the cellular connectivity in rural
zones is a big challenge, due to the large installation costs
that are incurred when a legacy cellular network based
on fixed Base Stations (BSs) is deployed. To tackle this
aspect, we consider an alternative architecture composed
of UAV-based BSs to provide cellular coverage, ground
sites to connect the UAVs with the rest of the network,
Solar Panels (SPs) and batteries to recharge the UAVs
and to power the ground sites, and a ring of optical fiber
links to connect the installed sites. We then target the
minimization of the installation costs for the considered
UAV-based cellular architecture, by taking into account
the constraints of UAVs coverage, SPs energy consumption,
levels of the batteries and the deployment of the optical
ring. After providing the problem formulation, we derive
an innovative methodology to ensure that a single ring of
installed optical fibers is deployed. Moreover, we propose
a new algorithm, called DIARIZE, to practically tackle the
problem. Our results, obtained over a set of representative
rural scenarios, show that DIARIZE performs very close
to the optimal solution, and in general outperforms a
reference design based on fixed BSs.

Index Terms—CAPEX minimization, cellular networks, UAV-
based networks, optical ring installation, renewable energy
sources, optimization, algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) [2], the 3G wireless connectivity is largely spread in
the world. At the same time, the Internet penetration rates
are well above 80% in the developed countries [3]. However,
at least two billion people, mostly living in rural and low-
income areas, are currently experiencing a complete lack of
wireless Internet coverage [4]. This is due to the fact that telco
operators are not keen to invest in such zones, due to relative
low Return On Investment (ROI) rates. On the other hand,
urban zones tend to be served by first-class technologies, like
the forthcoming 5G [5]. As a result, the connectivity divide
between the people living in urban zones and the ones living
in rural areas is going to be further exacerbated in the next
years, unless proper counter-measures are put into place.

A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [1].

Rural zones are characterized by very different features
compared to urban ones. On one side, in fact, the users are not
uniformly spread over the whole rural territory, but they tend to
be concentrated in few zones [6]. As a consequence, providing
wireless coverage over 100% of territory would result in a
clear waste of radio resources. In addition to this aspect, the
electricity grid in rural zones may be not available (and/or
not reliable), due to the high installation costs that are faced
for bringing electricity to the (few) users [7]. This challenge
imposes to exploit renewable energy as a primary source. In
addition, the amount of energy that is needed by the network
when the renewable energy is not available is drained from a
set of batteries [8], which need to ensure the required level of
energy requested by the cellular network.

In this context, cellular connectivity provided by BSs
mounted on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) is an attractive
option to provide the wireless service in rural zones [6].
Compared to a traditional cellular architecture, composed
of fixed BSs, UAVs provides several advantages, such as
the possibility of covering only portions of territory, good
channel conditions w.r.t. the users (typically Line of Sight),
and possibility to adapt the coverage service over time by
properly scheduling the UAVs missions. Several works in
the literature (see e.g., [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19], [20]) focus on the management of
UAV-based networks, by e.g., scheduling the UAVs missions,
selecting the set of areas to be covered, and/or considering
UAV energy constraints. However, despite the (important)
aspect of management, the minimization of the installation
costs for a UAV-based cellular network is also an important
(yet overlooked so far) issue. In particular, given a set of areas
to be covered, the cellular operator has to face a complex
design problem, which involves the cost minimization of the
main components that are deployed to realize the UAV-based
cellular architecture. This step includes, e.g., the selection of
the set of sites that are effectively installed over the territory to
provide energy capabilities to the UAVs (and the connection
with the rest of the Internet), the dimensioning of each site
in terms of SPs and batteries, as well as the selection of
the links to interconnect the installed sites through an optical
ring. Compared to a traditional cellular architecture, which
involves the installation of fixed BSs [8], the design problem
in a UAV-based cellular network is a radically different (and
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new) problem, which introduces several constraints - specific
of such architecture - that are modeled and analyzed in detail in
our work. Specifically, we try to give answers to the following
questions:

• Is it possible to formulate the problem of minimizing the
installation costs for a cellular architecture composed of
ground sites, optical fibers, SPs, batteries and UAVs?

• How many sites need to be installed given a set of areas
to be covered, a set of candidate sites, a set of UAVs, and
a set of UAV-based coverage constraints?

• Where to place the ground sites to recharge the UAV-
based BSs?

• When to recharge a UAV over time? In which site?
• How to dimension each site in terms of number of SPs

and number of batteries that are installed?
• How to connect the installed sites through a minimum

cost optical ring?

Our innovative contributions can be summarized as follows:
i) we provide an optimization framework to model the UAV-
based cellular architecture, and to minimize the installation
costs, ii) we define a methodology to guarantee the installation
of a single ring of optical fibers in the obtained solution, iii)
we design an algorithm, called DIARIZE, in order to find a
solution even for large instances of the problem, iv) we solve
the optimal problem and the DIARIZE algorithm over a set of
representative scenarios. Our results prove that the considered
solution is able to greatly reduce the costs compared to a
classical approach, which assumes the installation of fixed BSs
in each area to be covered.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the previous works
has tackled a similar (and comprehensive) design problem.
Recent works are actually devoted to the exploitation of
Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) for traditional cellular
networks based on fixed BSs (see e.g., [21], [22], [23], [8],
[24]), and not carried on board of the UAVs like in this work.
On the other hand, as stated above, there is a pretty vast
literature about the management of UAV-based networks, but
more focused on the efficient exploitation of the UAVs after
that the architecture has been deployed over the territory.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review
the related work in Sec. II. Sec. III provides an overview of
the UAV-based cellular architecture. The problem formulation
and the description of its solution are reported in Sec. IV.
Sec. V details the DIARIZE algorithm. Sec. VI includes the
description of the scenarios. Results are reported in Sec. VII.
Sec. VIII discusses our findings. Finally, Sec. IX concludes
this work.

II. RELATED WORK

We divide the related work into the following categories: i)
cellular networks providing coverage to people living in rural
areas, ii) optical rings deployment in 5G fronthaul networks,
iii) RESs exploitation in cellular networks, and iv) UAV-based
cellular networks. We then provide in the following more
details about each category.

A. Cellular Networks for Rural Coverage

In [7] the authors discuss how the Information and Commu-
nication Technology (ICT) could help in the realization of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). In line with them,
our work targets economic sustainability, by considering a
cost-aware cellular network tailored to rural areas, and en-
vironmental sustainability, since the proposed solution allows
the full exploitation of sun-based RESs, without the need of
consuming brown energy.

The opportunities and challenges for adopting 5G in order
to provide Global Access to the Internet for All (GAIA) are
highlighted in [25]. Although their work is mainly focused on
an architectural level, the need of reducing the CAPital EX-
penditures (CAPEX) costs in deploying the cellular network
is recognized as a key enabler. In line with them, also this
work targets the reduction of the CAPEX costs. However, we
face this goal by developing an optimization framework and
an algorithm solution, which are extensively evaluated over
different scenarios.

In [6], the authors propose a simple model to compute
the monthly subscription fees for users living in rural and
low income areas, in order to compensate the CAPEX and
OPerating EXpenditures (OPEX) costs of a 5G architecture
tailored to serve rural and low-income zones. They consider
two distinct possibilities for delivering connectivity to users:
i) ultra large cells covering large portions of territory, ii) UAV-
based BSs. Results demonstrate that the UAV-based solution
is overall able to compensate the CAPEX and OPEX costs.
However, the considered approach is based on a simplified
model, where the number of devices in terms of SPs, batteries,
installed sites, UAVs are not jointly optimized. In addition, the
costs for connecting the sites are neglected. In contrast to them,
our work explicitly targets the minimization of the CAPEX
costs, by proposing an optimization framework, which is able
to take into account the different terms of cost. In addition,
we model the recharging/covering actions of the UAVs over
time, as well as the interconnection of the sites through a ring
of fibers.

B. Optical Rings in 5G Fronthaul Networks

A second taxonomy of works is focused on how to physi-
cally interconnect BS sites in a 5G network. Among the pos-
sible solutions, the use of optical Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (DWDM) rings brings a number of advantages
in terms of cost, energy efficiency, and survivability [26],
[27], [28]. More in depth, the authors in [26] discuss the
key architectural challenges for the design of a flexible 5G
optical transport infrastructure, by assuming the reduction of
the total costs as one of the main drivers. The considered
infrastructure is based on the deployment of a hierarchy of
access and metro rings connecting the BS sites to the Evolved
Packet Core (EPC). Similarly, in [27], the authors assume an
architecture based on DWDM rings due to its benefits in terms
of high capacity and lower number of fibers (i.e., lower cost)
compared to other optical transport options, e.g., architectures
based on point-to-point gray interfaces. In addition, the authors
in [28] demonstrate how a ring-based DWDM 5G transport
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network brings not only improved performance in terms of
cost and energy efficiency but it can inherently guarantee very
good survivability levels. Although all these works provide
fruitful indications about the cost of deploying 5G transport
networks, they are mainly looking into urban areas, where the
BS locations are fixed. On the other hand, in our work, we
consider UAV-based BSs and ground sites used to interconnect
the UAVs with the rest of the network. This assumption com-
pletely changes the problem under exam, since the selection of
the sites to be installed is not only based on cost and coverage
considerations, but it has also to include UAVs constraints
(e.g., maximum flight distance) and the location of the areas
that need to be served. In addition, we provide an innovative
optimization framework to evaluate the minimization of the
CAPEX costs, as well as an algorithm to solve the problem
in large scenarios.

C. Renewable Energy Sources for Cellular Networks

A third group of works is instead focused on the deployment
of sustainable cellular networks exploiting RESs. More in
depth, the need of adopting RESs for powering BSs is advo-
cated by [22]. According to [21], powering a heterogeneous
cellular network by means of RESs can be a sustainable
and economically convenient solution. In [23] the authors
consider the adoption of SPs, and dimension them based on:
i) the amount of power consumed by the BS, and ii) the
amount of power produced by SPs. In addition, they also
compute the number of batteries that are needed to absorb
the variability of the energy production. In this context, one
of the key works is [8], in which the authors propose an
algorithm to find the minimum cost combination of SPs and
batteries to power a macro Long Term Evolution (LTE) BS.
Results demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solution.
Finally, in [24] the authors investigate the impact of quan-
tization for different metrics (e.g., time and energy storage),
with the goal of deriving guidelines for the development of
realistic models supporting the dimensioning of BSs powered
by RESs. Although all these works are surely of interest, as
the sustainability is one of the key aspect for the deployment
of cellular connectivity in zones not served by the power grid,
none of them considers a UAV-based cellular architecture. This
assumption, which is instead considered in our work, makes
the problem of designing the network radically different from
the one considering fixed BSs. For example, the constraints
on the UAVs and the scheduling of their recharging actions
have a strong impact on the selection of the set of installed
sites and their dimensioning in terms of SPs and batteries.

D. UAV-based Cellular Networks

The last set of works is instead focused on the analysis
of UAV-based cellular networks. More in depth, the problem
of limited energy availability from the UAV point of view is
raised [29] as one of the issues to be faced. On the other
hand, the cellular network planning with UAVs is recognized
as one of the key challenges by the extensive tutorial of [30].
In addition, in [31] the authors detail the design and the
implementation challenges of an aerial network consisting of

LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) BSs mounted on tethered helikites.
Although their work is interesting, it is focused on a different
architecture, based on tethered helikite and not UAVs.

Focusing on the technical aspects emerging in UAV-based
cellular networks, the authors of [32] present an analytical
framework to optimize the altitude of Low-altitude aerial
platforms (LAPs) in order to provide maximum radio coverage
on the ground. In [9] the authors assume the co-existence
between a UAV transmitting data in the downlink and a device-
to-device (D2D) communication network, with the goal of
finding the minimum number of stop points that the UAV
needs to visit in order to completely cover the area. Results
show that there are optimal values for the UAV altitude for
which the summation of the rates and the coverage probability
are maximized. In [10], the authors assume the deployment
of UAVs equipped with directional antennas. In particular,
the problem of providing the optimal coverage for a set of
UAVs is faced, by also finding the minimum number of UAVs
to serve a given geographical area. Eventually, the downlink
coverage performance of a network based on Drone Small
Cells (DSCs) is investigated by [11]. The authors derive a
framework to compute the optimal DSC altitude to guarantee
the maximum coverage of the territory, while minimizing
the required transmit power. In [12], the authors face the
problem of computing the optimal locations of UAVs and
the cell boundaries of the coverage areas, showing that the
system power efficiency can be greatly improved compared
to a classical Voronoi tessellation and fixed UAVs location.
In [13] the authors explore the use of UAVs for public
safety communications after natural disasters, showing that
the throughput coverage and the 5th percentile of spectral
efficiency can be improved. The problem of recharging the
UAVs on a set of given locations is not investigated.

The problem of minimizing the average network delay by
finding the optimal cell partitions of UAVs and terrestrial BSs
is faced in [14]. Results show that the proposed approach is
able to notably reduce the network delay w.r.t. the classical
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)-based association. In [15], the
authors maximize the minimum downlink throughput for a set
of users served by BSs mounted on UAVs, by considering the
user scheduling and association, the UAV trajectories, and the
BSs transmit power. Moreover, the problem of evaluating the
3D UAV placement considering the backhaul link between
the UAV and the backhaul node is investigated by [16]. In
addition, the work of [17] is focused on finding the minimum
number of UAV-based BSs and their placement in the space so
that all the users are served. In [18], the authors show that an
optimum UAV height guarantees a beneficial trade-off between
path loss and fading, which varies as a function of distance
and the elevation angle with respect to the ground terminals.
Eventually, the problem of minimizing the number of UAV-
based BSs needed to provide wireless coverage for a group of
distributed ground terminals, while ensuring coverage of each
terminal, is faced by [19]. Finally, the UAV path planning
considering geometrically complex environments is faced by
[20]. Although all these works prove that there is a great
interest in the management UAV-based cellular networks, by
considering several important aspects, in this work we focus
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Fig. 1: Main features of the considered UAV-based cellular architecture.

on a different (yet overlooked) problem: the minimization of
the installation costs for a UAV-based architecture. In addition,
our target is a completely self-sustainable system, where each
installed site is solely powered by SPs and batteries. Therefore,
the goal of this work is to properly dimension the different
elements of the architecture in order to minimize the CAPEX
costs. Actually, the outcome of this dimensioning problem
can be used as input by approaches that target the efficient
management of the UAV-based architecture. For example, the
set of installed UAVs, SPs, batteries and sites, which are
selected by our solution, can be used as input to further
optimization steps during the management of the network, e.g.,
to improve the actual level of service provided to users and/or
to efficiently manage the UAV energy consumption.

III. UAV-BASED CELLULAR ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 summarizes the main components of the UAV-
based cellular architecture, which is based on [33], [6]. More
in detail, we assume the deployment of softwarized radio
Base Stations (BSs), whose functionalities are decomposed in
elementary blocks, and run on Commodity Hardware (CHW)
or Dedicated Hardware (DHW), as reported in Fig. 1a. In
this scenario, the low-level BS functionalities are deployed
on the DHW carried by the UAV, while the high-level ones
are run on the HW (both DHW and CHW) installed at the
ground site. The decoupling between high-level and low-level
functionalities allows decreasing the amount of HW carried
by the UAV, and consequently facilitates the moving of the
UAVs over the territory. Without loss of generality, quad-
copters UAVs are assumed in this work. In addition, an area is
covered by a UAV when the UAV reaches the location selected
for that particular area (which can be the central one or based
on other metrics). In order to ensure the cellular connectivity,
the distance between the UAV covering an area and the site at
which is connected (through a radio link) has to be lower than
a maximum value. This is an essential condition to maintain
the connectivity between the low-level functionalities flying
on the UAV and the high-level ones placed at the ground site
[33].

Focusing then on the ground sites, we assume to control
the installation of a subset of sites from a set of candidate
ones. In this context, optical fiber links need to be deployed
to physically connect the sites. The set of installed sites is then
connected by a fiber ring, as sketched in Fig 1b.

We then target the self-sustainability of the system, by
assuming the exploitation of SPs and batteries, which are
installed in each ground site. In this way, the energy is
only derived from RESs, without the need of exploiting the
electricity grid (which we recall is not available/reliable in
rural zones). In this context, time is discretized in Time Slots
(TSs). In each TS, the battery level of the site is computed
as in Fig. 1c, by considering: i) the battery level at previous
TS, ii) the energy produced by SPs in the current TS, iii) the
energy used to power the ground site (which include, e.g., the
CHW and the optical equipment), and iv) the energy used to
recharge the UAVs. Finally, in each TS each area is covered
by one UAV. On the other hand, a UAV in a specific TS can
either: i) cover an area, or ii) recharge itself at a ground site.

Given this architecture, we then target the problem of min-
imizing the costs of the installed sites, the deployed SPs, the
deployed batteries, and the installed optical ring. To this aim,
we consider a long-term optimization, where the set of TSs is
considered jointly together. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first work targeting such a complex (and innovative)
problem. However, the solution of the considered problem
is not trivial, due to presence of multiple (and conflicting)
constraints, which include: i) the covering of the areas, ii) the
maximum distance between each UAV and the ground site at
which it is connected, iii) the variation over time of the SPs
energy production, iv) the battery levels above a minimum
value in all TSs, in order to prevent battery failures [8], v) the
maximum number of components (e.g., SPs, batteries, UAVs)
that are available, and vi) the correlation between different
TSs (e.g., a UAV has to be recharged after covering an area).
Consequently, we need to properly model the problem, as
detailed in the following section.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We first report the notation and the constraints. We then
draw the overall picture by presenting the entire problem.
Finally, we describe how to solve the optimal problem, by
guaranteeing the presence of a single ring in the solution.

A. Notation and constraints

We initially introduce the following sets: i) A set of areas to
be covered, ii) S set of candidate sites, iii) D set of available
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UAVs, iv) T set of TSs, v) E set of candidate links among the
candidate sites.

For each candidate site s ∈ S and for each area a ∈ A
that needs to be covered, we introduce the matrix G, whose
elements are Boolean parameters. More in depth, Gs,a is equal
to 1 if a UAV connected to site s is able to cover area a (0
otherwise). The setting of the input matrix G may depend
on multiple factors, such as the distance to be covered in
order to reach the area, the morphology of the territory, the
presence of obstacles, etc.1 We then introduce the variables
xsd,a(t) ∀d ∈ D, a ∈ A, s ∈ S, t ∈ T , which take value 1
if UAV d connected to site s covers the area a at TS t (0
otherwise). Clearly, at each TS each area has to be covered
by a UAV.2 We impose this condition through the following
constraint:∑

s∈S

∑
d∈D

Gs,a · xsd,a(t) = 1, ∀a ∈ A, t ∈ T (1)

In the following, we introduce the variables rd,s(t) ∀d ∈
D, s ∈ S, t ∈ T , which take value 1 if UAV d is recharging
on site s at time t (0 otherwise). We impose the constraint
that each UAV can be recharged in at most one site at each
TS: ∑

s∈S
rd,s(t) ≤ 1, ∀d ∈ D, t ∈ T (2)

In the previous constraint, the summation is needed to
ensure that a UAV is recharged by at most one ground site
at the same time. In other words, we explicitly avoid the
(unrealistic) case where a UAV is recharged by multiple
ground sites at the same time. In addition, when the UAV
has to be recharged, it is physically connected to the batteries
of the ground site. During this step, the UAV can not cover
any area.

We then impose the installation of a site if a UAV performs
a recharge on the site:

rd,s(t) ≤ ys, ∀s ∈ S, t ∈ T , d ∈ D (3)

where the variables ys ∀s ∈ S take value 1 if candidate site
s is installed (0 otherwise).

Similarly to the previous constraint, we impose the instal-
lation of a site if a UAV is connected to the site:

xsd,a(t) ≤ ys, ∀s ∈ S, a ∈ A, t ∈ T , d ∈ D (4)

We then introduce the covering variables zd,a(t) ∀d ∈
D, a ∈ A, t ∈ T , which take value 1 if UAV d covers area a at
time t (0 otherwise). zd,a(t) is then defined as the summation
over the sites of the xsd,a(t) variables:

zd,a(t) =
∑
s∈S

xsd,a(t), ∀d ∈ D, a ∈ A, t ∈ T (5)

1In this work, we consider a maximum distance constraint to compute Gs,a.
The investigation of other approaches to compute Gs,a is left for future work.

2We take into account the worst case scenario, in which the coverage has
to be ensured over the whole set of TSs. The relaxation of this constraint to
subset of TSs is left for future work.

Moreover, we impose the constraint that each UAV in each
TS can either covering an area or recharging itself at a ground
site: ∑

a∈A
zd,a(t) +

∑
s∈S

rd,s(t) = 1, ∀d ∈ D, t ∈ T (6)

In the following, we impose the constraint that, after cov-
ering an area at a given TS, the UAV needs to be recharged
at a ground site in the following TS:3∑
s∈S

Gs,a · rd,s(t) ≥ zd,a(t− 1), ∀d ∈ D, t ∈ T , a ∈ A(7)

Clearly, the recharge at site s from area a can be done only
if the corresponding entry in the G matrix is set to 1, i.e., if
it is possible to reach site s from area a.

By jointly imposing constraints (1), (5), (6), (7) we ensure
that: i) each area is always covered by one UAV, ii) a UAV
can cover at most a single area, iii) when a UAV is recharging
it does not cover any area, iv) when a UAV covers an area
it is not under recharge, and v) a UAV has to be recharged
after performing a coverage action. Therefore, when a UAV is
recharging, another one is always providing coverage over an
area. Clearly, the number of total UAVs has to be carefully set:
if it is too low, then there may be coverage holes. However,
this condition can be easily detected by our model, since the
problem will trigger an infeasibility warning.

We then introduce the constraints to dimension the SPs and
the batteries on each installed site. Let us denote with Ed

R
the amount of energy needed to recharge UAV d. In addition,
let us denote with Es

F the fixed energy consumption of site
s needed to keep powered on the commodity HW and the
optical equipment. We then store the total energy consumption
consumed by site s at TS t in the variable Es(t), which is set
through the following constraint:

Es(t) =
∑
d∈D

rd,s(t) · Ed
R + ys · Es

F , ∀s ∈ S, t ∈ T (8)

In the following, we focus on the modelling of the battery
levels of each site. We denote with BMAX and BMIN the
maximum and the minimum battery levels, respectively. We
then introduce the variables Ns

B, which store the number of
batteries installed in each site s. The total battery levels,
expressed by variables Bs(t), have to be always between the
minimum and maximum values for each TS s and each site
t, as enforced by the following constraints:

Bs(t) ≤ BMAX ·Ns
B, ∀t ∈ T , s ∈ S (9)

Bs(t) ≥ BMIN ·Ns
B, ∀t ∈ T , s ∈ S (10)

In addition, the battery level Bs(t) is computed as the
composition of different terms, namely: i) the battery level at
previous TS Bs(t−1), ii) the energy produced by the installed
SPs, which is defined as ESP(t)·Ns

SP, where ESP(t) is an input

3We assume that each UAV mission last for one TS, by considering
(relatively) long TS durations (in the order of an hour). This assumption
is reasonable, given the current limited battery capacity of the UAVs. Nev-
ertheless, we believe that the exploitation of more performant UAVs, able to
ensure coverage missions over multiple consecutive TSs, is also an interesting
step, which we leave for future work.
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parameter providing the amount of energy generated by one
SP at TS t, and Ns

SP is a variable storing the number of SPs
installed at site s, iii) the amount of energy Es(t) consumed
by site s at TS t, and iv) an eventual surplus of energy Es

SU(t)
not used by the site. The relationship between these terms is
then expressed by the following constraint:

Bs(t) = Bs(t− 1)+ ESP(t) ·Ns
SP − Es(t)− Es

SU(t),

∀t > 1 ∈ T ∀s ∈ S (11)

It is important to note that, by applying the previous con-
straints, the battery level is bounded by the minimum between
Eq. (9) and Eq. (11). In this way, we assume that the surplus
of energy Es

SU(t) is either transferred to the grid (if the grid is
available) and/or to the users. This alleviates us from the need
of dimensioning the sites with a large number of batteries to
store the energy surplus.

In the following, we set the initial battery level equal to the
maximum one:

Bs(1) = BMAX ·Ns
B, ∀s ∈ S (12)

In addition, we assume that the number of installed batteries
and the number of installed SPs have to be lower than the
maximum values, which are denoted as NMAX

B and NMAX
SP , re-

spectively. We impose these conditions through the following
constraints:

Ns
B ≤ NMAX

B · ys, ∀s ∈ S (13)

Ns
SP ≤ NMAX

SP · ys, ∀s ∈ S (14)

We also impose the fact that a UAV is used if it is recharged
or employed for coverage in a given TS:

zd,a(t) ≤ γd ∀d ∈ D, a ∈ A, t ∈ T (15)

rd,s(t) ≤ γd ∀d ∈ D, s ∈ S, t ∈ T (16)

where γd is a binary variable, taking the value 1 if the UAV
d is used in a TS, 0 otherwise.

Eventually, the total number of used UAVs ND is computed
as:

ND =
∑
d∈D

γd (17)

In the following, we consider the constraints relative to the
connection of the installed sites through the optical ring. We
introduce the variables fs,s

′ ∀(s, s′) ∈ E : s 6= s′, which take
value 1 if the optical link between s and s′ is installed (0
otherwise). We initially impose the constraint that each site s
has to be connected by exactly one incoming optical link from
another site s

′
and one outgoing link to another site s

′
:∑

s′∈S:(s′,s)∈E

fs
′,s +

∑
s′∈S:(s,s′)∈E

fs,s
′

= 2ys, ∀s ∈ S (18)

However, the previous constraint does not guarantee the pres-
ence of a single ring, i.e., two distinct rings not connected by
any link are admissible. To avoid this issue, we denote with

Ŝ the set of installed sites (i.e., the sites for which ys = 1).
We then add the following constraint:∑

s,s′∈S̄,(s,s′)∈E

fs,s
′
≤| S̄ | −1, ∀S̄ ⊂ Ŝ, |S̄| < |Ŝ| (19)

To show a practical example of the previous constraint, let us
consider the following set Ŝ = {1, 2, 3, 4}. We only impose
Eq. (18), and not Eq. (19). In this scenario, one admissible
solution is the following one: f1,2 = 1, f2,1 = 1, f3,4 = 1,
f4,3 = 1. As a result, two distinct rings, not connected to
each other, are installed. What happens by adding Eq. (19)?
Let us consider set S̄ = {1, 2}. In this case, constraint (19) is
not satisfied, since the left part is

∑
s,s′∈S̄,(s,s′)∈E f

s,s′ = 2,
while the right part is | S̄ | −1 = 1. A similar outcome is
achieved when set S̄ = {3, 4} is considered. On the other
hand, the ring composed of f1,2 = 1, f2,3 = 1, f3,4 = 1,
f4,1 = 1 is admissible, since Eq. (19) includes all subsets S̄
whose size is strictly lower than |Ŝ| =

∑
s ys = 4. Clearly,

to practically introduce this constraint, a run-time approach,
which will be presented in Sec. IV-C, has to be pursued.

Finally, we denote the cost of one battery, the cost of one
SP and the cost of one UAV as CB, CSP, and CD, respectively.
For each site s we denote with Cs the cost for installing the
site s and with Cs,s′

F the cost for installing the optical fiber
link (s, s′) ∈ E between sites s and s′, respectively.

B. Overall Formulation

The OPTRURALDESIGN problem is then defined as follows:

min
∑
s∈S

CB ·Ns
B︸ ︷︷ ︸

Batteries

+CSP ·Ns
SP︸ ︷︷ ︸

SPs

+ Cs · ys︸ ︷︷ ︸
Site Installation

 +

+CD ·ND︸ ︷︷ ︸
UAVs

+
∑

(s,s′ )∈E

Cs,s′

F fs,s
′

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fiber Ring

(20)

subject to:

UAV Coverage Constraints (1)
UAV Recharge Constraints (2), (3)
Site Installation Constraints (4)
UAV Action Constraints (5), (6), (7), (15), (16)
Site Energy Consumption (8)
Site Battery Constraints (9), (10), (11), (12)
Max. SPs/Batteries Constraints (13), (14)
Number of Used UAVs (17)
Optical Ring Constraints (18), (19).

under control variables: ys ∈ {0, 1}, xsd,a(t) ∈ {0, 1},
Ns

B ∈ {0, .., NMAX
B }, Ns

SP ∈ {0, .., NMAX
SP }, γd ∈ {0, 1},

fs,s
′ ∈ {0, 1}.

Proposition 1. The OPTRURALDESIGN problem is NP-
complete.

Proof. To prove that the presented problem is NP-complete,
we show a reduction from the vertex cover problem known to
be NP-complete [34]. A generic instance of the vertex cover
problem is a graph G = (V, Ē) and an integer K ≤| V |. The
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-Code of OPTRURALDESIGN solution
routine
Input: A, S, D, T , E , G, Ed

R , Es
F , BMAX, BMIN, NMAX

B , ESP(t), NMAX
SP ,

CB, CSP, Cs, CD, Cs,s′

F .
Output: ys, xsd,a(t), N

s
B , Ns

SP, fs,s
′
, rd,s(t), zd,a(t), Es(t), Bs(t), ND

1: prob=build initial problem(A, S, D, T , E , G, Ed
R , Es

F , BMAX, BMIN,
NMAX

B ,ESP(t),NMAX
SP , CB, CSP, Cs, CD, Cs,s′

F ); // Build initial problem
with constraints (1)-(18)

2: flag sol = false;
3: Ŝ = ∅;
4: while flag sol == false do
5: current sol=solve problem(prob); // Solve optimization problem and

retrieve its solution
6: flag sol=check ring(current sol); // Check the presence of a single

ring in the current solution
7: if flag sol == false then
8: Ŝ=extract sites(current sol); // Extract the set of installed sites Ŝ

in the current solution
9: prob=add ring contraints(Ŝ, prob); // Add ring constraints (19)

over set Ŝ
10: end if
11: end while
12: [ys, xsd,a(t), N

s
B , Ns

SP, γd, fs,s
′
, rd,s(t), zd,a(t), Es(t), Bs(t),

ND]=extract var(current sol); // Extract solution variables

question is then: Is there a vertex cover of size K or less for
G, that is a subset V ′ ⊆ V such that | V ′ |≤ K and for each
edge (i, j) ∈ Ē at least one of i and j belongs to V ′

?
We then consider a particular instance of our problem, in

which we assume that CB = CSP = 0, | E |=| T |= ∅
and BMIN = BMAX = 0. By means of these assumptions
the decision version of our problem consists in the following
question: Is there a set of recharging sites to be activated which
covers all areas and such that the cardinality of this set is less
or equal K?

A generic instance of the vertex cover problem can be
directly reduced to this particular case of our problem by
associating value 1 to each entry of the matrix Gs,a corre-
sponding to each edge (i, j) of the underlying graph. Indeed,
for each pair (i, j) of nodes, we can define the element Gi,j

of the matrix that will be equal to 1 if there is a link between
the nodes and 0 otherwise. A solution to our problem with a
number of sites less or equal K corresponds to a solution of
the vertex cover with | V ′ |≤ K. This implies that our problem
is NP-complete.

C. Solving the OPTRURALDESIGN Problem

One of the most challenging aspects of the
OPTRURALDESIGN problem is how to practically deal
with the constraint (19), which ensures that a single ring,
passing for all the installed sites, is deployed. This constraint
requires: i) the set of installed sites Ŝ, ii) all the possible
subsets of sites S̄ ∈ Ŝ, excluding Ŝ itself. Clearly, the number
of constraints grows exponentially with Ŝ . In addition, the
set Ŝ is selected by the problem, and cannot be known in
advance. Therefore, we have developed a methodology to
solve the OPTRURALDESIGN problem including Eq. (19), by
taking inspiration from the subtour elimination constraints of
the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [35], but providing
an innovative way of solution. Alg. 1 reports the pseudocode

of our solution routine. More in detail, the required input
parameters are the input sets A,S,D,T ,E , the coverage matrix
Gs,a, the energy parameters Ed

R, Es
F , the battery parameters

BMAX, BMIN, and NMAX
B , the SP parameters ESP(t) and

NMAX
SP , the number of UAVs ND, and the cost parameters

CB, CSP, Cs, CD, Cs,s′

F . The routine then produces as output
the setting for the control variables ys, xsd,a(t), Ns

B, Ns
SP,

γd, fs,s
′
, as well as for the secondary variables rtd,s, zd,a(t),

Es(t), Bs(t).
Initially, the problem is built, by considering the input

parameters passed to the routine and constraints (1)-(18) (line
1). A solution flag is then set to false (line 2) and Ŝ is
initialized to the empty set (line 3). In the following, the
problem iterates over a while cycle which depends on the value
of the flag (line 4). For each iteration, the problem is solved
(line 5), and a check on the obtained ring solution is performed
(line 6). If the solution includes more than one ring, the flag
is set to false, the set of current installed sites Ŝ is extracted
(line 8), and the ring constraints of Eq. (19) are added for Ŝ to
the problem (line 9). Consequently, the routine passes to the
next iteration. Otherwise, if the current solution includes only
one ring, the flag is set to true, the while cycle is terminated
(line 4), and the output variables are produced as output (line
12).

V. DIARIZE ALGORITHM

In order to solve the presented problem also for large
instances, we propose a new algorithm, called DESIGN ALGO-
RITHM FOR RURAL ZONES (DIARIZE), which is sketched in
Alg. 2. DIARIZE requires as input the same parameters of
the OPTRURALDESIGN model, plus the matrix of distances
between each candidate site and each area. DIARIZE then
produces as output the set of installed sites ys, the set of
installed optical links fs,s

′
, the association between each area

and each site of each UAV at each TS xsd,a(t), the scheduling
of the recharging/covering actions rd,s(t) and zd,a(t), the
number of installed batteries Ns

B and installed SPs Ns
SP, the

energy consumed by each site in each TS Es(t), the battery
level for each site in each TS Bs(t) and the UAVs usage
variables γd.

In order to retrieve the solution, DIARIZE applies a divide
et impera approach, where the complex problem of optimal
design is split into the following routines: i) selection of the
pool of installed sites through an unsupervised approach based
on the k-medoids algorithm (line 1), ii) pruning of the pool
in order to retrieve only the solutions ensuring coverage (line
3-5), iii) computation of the optical ring to connect the set of
installed sites of each solution in the pool (lines 6-7), iv) site
dimensioning in terms of SPs, batteries and assigned UAVs
for each solution (line 8), v) selection of the minimum cost
solution in the pool and related output parameters (lines 9-
17). In the following subsections, each routine is presented
with more detail. Finally, the computational complexity of the
entire algorithm is discussed.

A. Selection of the pool of installed sites
During this step, DIARIZE finds a pool of solutions in

terms of installed sites by applying the k-medoids algorithm,
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Algorithm 2 Pseudo-Code of DIARIZE algorithm

Input: A, S, D, T , E , G, Ed
R , Es

F , BMAX, BMIN, NMAX
B , ESP(t), NMAX

SP , CB, CSP, Cs, CD, Cs,s′

F , NS
MIN, NS

MAX, I , distance matrix.
Output: ys, fs,s

′
, xsd,a(t), rd,s(t), zd,a(t), ND, Ns

B , Ns
SP, Es(t), Bs(t)

1: sol pool=k medoids(A,S,distance matrix,NS
MIN,NS

MAX,I) // Apply k-medoids algorithm to retrieve the solution pool with the set of installed sites and
the site-area associations.;

2: min cost=inf;
3: for k=NS

MIN:NS
MAX do

4: for i=1:I do
5: if check coverage(solution pool(k,i),G)==true then // Check the coverage of the current solution from the pool
6: ys=extract installed sites(sol pool(k,i)); // Extract the set of installed sites from the current solution
7: fs,s

′
=compute optical ring(ys,E ,Cs,s′

F ); // Compute the minimum cost ring from the current solution;
8: [xsd,a(t), rd,s(t), γd, zd,a(t), Ns

B , Ns
SP, Es(t), Bs(t), ND]=site dim(ys, Ed

R , Es
F , BMAX, BMIN, NMAX

B , ESP(t), NMAX
SP , | D |, CB, CSP,

sol pool(k,i)); // Dimension the installed sites in terms of SPs, batteries and used UAVs;
9: tot cost=comp cost(ys, Cs, fs,s

′
, Cs,s′

F , γd, ND, CD, Ns
B , CB, Ns

SP, CSP); // Compute the total costs for the current solution
10: if tot cost<min cost then
11: min cost=tot cost; // Update the minimum cost
12: min sol=add sol(ys, xsd,a(t), rd,s(t), zd,a(t), γd, ND, Ns

B , Ns
SP, fs,s

′
, Es(t), Bs(t)); // Update the best solution

13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: [ys, xsd,a(t), rd,s(t), zd,a(t) N

s
B , Ns

SP, ND, γd, fs,s
′
, Es(t), Bs(t)]=extract variables(min sol); // Extract the variables from the best solution

a clustering algorithm widely used in the literature [36]. We
refer the reader to [36] for a detailed description of the k-
medoids routine, while here we report the main steps, which
are tailored to the considered problem. The routine requires
as input the set of candidate sites S, the set of areas A and
the matrix of the distances between each site and the areas. In
addition, the minimum and the maximum number of installed
sites for each solution (NS

MIN and NS
MAX, respectively) have to

be specified. Finally, a parameter, denoted with I , is used to
limit the number of cycles of the k-medoids routine.

The k-medoids algorithm is then iterated ∀k : NS
MIN < k <

NS
MAX and ∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ I . During each iteration, the algorithm

performs the following steps: i) random selection of a set of k
installed sites from the S set, ii) association of each area to the
closest installed site, iii) computation of the cost metric C for
each site and each connected area, iv) selection of a random
site out of the S set (excluding the sites already selected during
i)), v) permutation of the site selected in iv) and a random site
found at step i), vi) computation of the cost metric C ′ after
the permutation, vii) if C ′ < C holds then the permutation is
kept and the routine goes to step iv), otherwise it is reverted
and the algorithm switches to the next iteration.

Focusing on the cost function, we adopt the summation
of the distances between each site and the served areas. In
this way, the obtained solutions should select medoids whose
distance from the served areas is included in the cost function,
and hence it tends to be limited. However, we point out that
other metrics, including e.g., the cost of the sites Cs, may be
introduced. In any case, at the end of the routine a pool of
solutions, each of them including a subset of installed sites, is
returned.

B. Pruning of the solutions pool

In the following, DIARIZE selects only the solutions that
are feasible from a coverage point of view, by running the
check_coverage function of Alg. 2 (line 5) on each
solution in the pool. To this aim, a compatibility check against

the G matrix is performed, by considering a constraint similar
to Eq. (1). In particular, let us denote with Ls,a a matrix whose
elements take value 1 if area a has been assigned to site s in
the current solution of the pool, 0 otherwise. For each area a,
a check on the term

∏
a

∑
sGs,aLs,a is then performed: if the

previous term is equal to zero, there is at least one area which
is not covered, and hence the current solution is not further
considered by the following steps of the algorithm, since it is
not feasible. Otherwise, the algorithm passes to the next step.

C. Computation of the optical ring

In the following, we perform the computation of the mini-
mum cost optical ring for connecting the installed sites, which
is performed inside the compute_optical_ring function
at line 7 of Alg. 2. This routine is performed on each feasible
solution of the pool. Actually, computing the minimum cost
ring by enumerating all the possible ones may be a challenging
step, and therefore we rely on a practical approach. More in
detail, an initial site is selected to be the starting node of the
link of the optical ring. In our case, we adopt the first site id in
lexicographical order. Let us denote this site as s. The cost for
connecting the current site s to all the other installed ones is
then evaluated, and the site with the minimum cost is selected,
i.e., args′ min(s,s′)∈E C

s,s′

F ,∀s′ : ys
′
> 0. Consequently, the

corresponding link is installed (fs,s
′

= 1), and the procedure
is repeated by considering s′ as starting node of the next link.
Finally, the last node is connected with the initial one to close
the ring.

D. Site Dimensioning

The goal of the following phase is to properly dimension
the installed sites of each solution in terms of SPs, batteries
and used UAVs. This step is done in the site_dim function
(line 8 of Alg. 2), whose pseudo-code is expanded in Alg. 3.
The function requires as input the set of installed sites ys,
the energy parameters Ed

R and Es
F , the SPs parameters ESP(t),
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Algorithm 3 Pseudo-Code of site_dim routine
Input: ys, Ed

R , Es
F , BMAX, BMIN, NMAX

B , ESP(t), NMAX
SP , | D |, CB, CSP,

sol pool(k,i).
Output: xsd,a(t), rd,s(t), zd,a(t), γd, Ns

B , Ns
SP, Es(t), Bs(t), ND

1: [xsd,a(t), rd,s(t), zd,a(t), γd]=compute action var(ys, | D |,
sol pool(k,i)); // Compute the UAV action variables ensuring Eq.(5)-(7).

2: ND=compute used uav(γd) // Compute the number of used UAVs from
Eq.(17);

3: Es(t)=compute energy(ys, rd,s(t), Ed
R , Es

F ); // Compute the energy
consumed by each site from Eq.(8) and the UAV action variables

4: for s ∈ S : ys > 0 do // For each installed site
5: min cost(s)=inf;
6: for h=1:NMAX

B do
7: for w=1:NMAX

SP do
8: [curr batt lev, flag]=comp batt lev(h, w, Es(t), ESP(t),
BMAX, BMIN); // Compute the battery levels. Flag is true if minimum
battery level constraint of Eq.(10) is ensured, false otherwise.

9: if flag==true then;
10: curr cost=compute cost(h, w, CB, CSP); // Compute the

current costs in terms of SPs and batteries.
11: if curr cost < min cost(s) then
12: min cost(s)=curr cost; // Update the minimum cost
13: Ns

B=h; // Update the best number of batteries
14: Ns

SP=w; // Update the best number of SPs
15: Bs(t)=curr batt lev; // Update the best levels of the

battery
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: end for

NMAX
SP , the battery parameters BMAX, BMIN, NMAX

B , the num-
ber of UAVs | D |, the cost parameters CB and CSP, and the
association of areas to sites for the current solution, which
is included in the sol_pool(k,i) structure. The function
then produces as output the setting of the action variables
xsd,a(t), rd,s(t) and zd,a(t), the setting of the UAVs usage
variables γd, the number of installed SPs Ns

SP and batteries Ns
B

for each site, the site energy consumption Es(t), the battery
levels Bs(t) and the number of used UAVs ND.

Initially (line 1), the action variables xsd,a(t), rd,s(t), zd,a(t)
and UAVs variables γd are computed, by assuming that
each UAV always recharge itself at the same site during
the considered set of TSs and by ensuring Eq. (5)-(7). In
the following (line 2), the total number of used UAVs is
computed, by applying Eq.(17). Then (line 3), the routine
computes the total energy consumed by each site in each TS,
by solving Eq. (8). A brute force approach is then applied to
find the best combinations of SPs and batteries limiting the
installation costs of these devices while ensuring the battery
constraints (lines 4-20). More in depth, the installed sites
are sequentially evaluated (line 4). For each installed site,
all the possible combinations of h SPs and w batteries are
tested (lines 6-7). In the following, the battery levels are
computed by the comp_batt_lev routine (line 8). Inside
this function, the battery level in each TS is computed as
Bs(t) = min[BMAX ·w, (Bs(t− 1) +ESP(t) · h−Es(t))]. In
the following, if the constraint of the minimum battery level
is not satisfied (i.e., Bs(t) < BMIN ·w), an output flag is set to
false, and the current configuration is discarded. Otherwise, if
the constraint is satisfied (i.e., Bs(t) ≥ BMIN · w), the output
flag is set to true, the cost of the current configuration is
evaluated (line 10), and eventually stored if lower than the

(a) Frascati Small Scenario

(b) Frascati Big Scenario

Fig. 2: Positions of the candidate sites and the centers of the
areas (source of terrain map: Google Earth).

current minimum one (lines 11-15).

E. Selection of the minimum cost solution

The last step of the DIARIZE algorithm is the selection of
the best feasible configuration reducing the whole costs (lines
9-13 of Alg. 2). We recall that the searching of the feasible
configurations is done by iterating over the number of medoids
k, which is bounded by the input parameters NS

MIN and NS
MAX,

and the number of cycles i, which is instead bounded by
input parameter I . Finally, the variables associated to the best
configuration are retrieved (line 17 of Alg. 2).

F. Computational Complexity

We analyze the time complexity of DIARIZE, by first
evaluating the complexity of its routines in isolation. The
k_medoids routine depends on the implementation of the k-
medoids algorithm. In particular, by preliminary ordering the
area-site pairs by increasing distance, it is possible to reach
a time complexity of O(| S | × | A | log(| S | × | A |
) +NS

MAX× I× | S | × | A |). Given the current solution, the
complexity of the extract_installed_sites routine is
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TABLE I: Parameters of the scenarios

ScenarioParameter Description Frascati Small Frascati Big Appears in Eq./Reference

S Set of candidate sites Fig. 2a, |S| = 10 Fig. 2b, |S| = 41 (1),(2),(4),(5),(6),(7),(8),(9),(10),(11),(12),(13),
(14),(16),(18),(19),(20)

A Set of the areas Fig. 2a, |A| = 10 Fig. 2b, |A| = 41 (1),(4),(5),(6),(7),(15)
D Set of UAVs |D| = 20 |D| = 82 (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (15), (16), (17), (20)
T Set of TSs |T | = 720 |T | = {720} (1),(2),(3),(4),(5),(6),(7),(8),(9),(10),(11),(12),(15),(16)

From Fig. 2a From Fig. (2b)
Gs,a Coverage matrix with max. distance of 900 [m] (1),(7)

E Set of candidate links |E| = 90 |E| = 1640 (18),(19),(20)
Ed

R UAV Rec. Energy 200 [Wh] (8) / [37]
Es

F Site Energy 1000 [Wh] (8) / [6]
BMAX Max. Battery Level 2400 [Wh] (9) / [8]
BMIN Min. Battery Level 720 [Wh] (10) / [8]

Historical data
ESP(t) Produced SP Energy June June (11) / [38]

Cs Site Installation Cost 40000 [e] (20) / [6]
CD UAV Cost 4300 [e] (20) / [6]
CSP SP Cost 800 [e] (20) / [8]
CB Battery Cost 150 [e] (20) / [8]

Cs,s′
F Fiber Cost Fig.3a Fig.3b (20) / Tab. II and cost computation based on distance

NMAX
B Max. Batteries 50 30 (13)

NMAX
SP Max. SPs 100 30 (14)

TABLE II: Fiber cost parameters

Type Cost [e×1000/km] Sites
Historical Center 300 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}

Countryside 100 {8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18,
19, 24, 28, 29, 31, 33, 34}

Main roads 50 {10, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22,
23, 25, 26, 27, 30, 32, 35,
36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41}

O(| S |). On the other hand, the compute_optical_ring
function requires to find, for each installed site, the minimum
cost fiber, resulting then in a worst-case complexity of O(| S |
× | E |). Moreover, the site_dim function has a complexity
of O(| S | × | T | (| D | × | A | +NMAX

B ×NMAX
SP )). This is

due to the fact that: i) the setting of the action variable xsd,a(t)
requires at most | S | × | T | × | D | × | A | iterations, ii) the
computation of the energy consumed in each site Es(t) has a
time complexity of | S | × | T | × | D |, iii) the following
steps of the routine require | S | × | T | ×NMAX

B × NMAX
SP

iterations in the worst case.
The overall time complexity of DIARIZE is O(| S | × |

A | log | S | × | A | +NS
MAX × I× | S | (| E | + | T | (|

D | × | A | +NMAX
B ·NMAX

SP ))). Although the complexity may
appear non-negligible at a first glance, we point out that it is
mainly governed by the input parameters NS

MAX, I , NMAX
B ,

NMAX
SP , which may be set in accordance to the considered

scenario. We will discuss the setting of these parameters in
more detail in Sec. VI and in Sec. VII.

VI. DESCRIPTION OF THE SCENARIOS

We consider a rural area in Italy, spanning over the territory
of Frascati, a small town located in the Roman countryside.
We then select two representative portions of territory, called
“Frascati Small” and “Frascati Big”, as considered scenarios.
Fig. 2 reports the locations of the candidate sites and the
centers of the areas as pins in the maps for each scenario.
The sites and the centers of the areas are chosen by adhering

to the following guidelines: i) placing the pins sufficiently
sparse over the territory, ii) avoiding to put the pins directly
over sensible places, such as buildings, iii) exploiting as
much as possible the proximity to roads in order to not
introduce additional site costs (e.g, road construction to reach
the site). The two scenarios differ mainly in the cardinality
of the number and sites and the number of areas, which is
reported in Tab. I. In this way, we expect that it is feasible
to compare both OPTRURALDESIGN and DIARIZE in the
Frascati Small scenario. On the other hand, the Frascati Big
scenario includes a larger portion of territory, and therefore a
much more complex problem, which we expect to be solely
solvable by DIARIZE. Clearly, we point out that the set of
areas is an input to our problem. This set has to be carefully
selected, in order e.g. to avoid interference issues among the
UAVs (in case the UAVs are using the same frequency band).
Therefore, depending on its needs, an operator can choose
a proper set of input areas, which is passed as input to our
problem.

We then discuss in more detail the remaining parameters
reported in Tab. I. The number of UAVs is set equal to the
double of the number of areas, in order to guarantee the
feasibility of the proposed problem in terms of areas to be
covered and recharge of the UAVs. In addition, we assume
a TS duration of 1 [h] for a total number of TSs covering
1 [month] for both scenarios. We remind that, in our work,
each UAV mission starts and ends in one TS. The considered
TS duration is in line with the battery capabilities of currently
available quadcopters UAVs (see e.g., [39]). Focusing then on
the coverage matrix G, it is computed from the positions of
sites and centers of the areas of Fig. 2a-2b, by imposing a
maximum distance of 900 [m]. By adopting this setting, the
time to reach an area from a site (and vice-versa) is much
lower compared to the TS duration. For example, by assuming
a speed of 10 [m/s] for the UAV, the traveling time between
the site and the area would take less than 2 [minutes] in the
worst case. In addition, we remark the fact that the distance
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between the UAV covering an area and the site at which is
connected should not be too high, in order to guarantee an
adequate quality of the radio link between the UAV and the
site.

In the following, we consider the cost of fibers. To this
aim, we initially divide the candidate sites into the following
categories: i) historical center of the town, ii) main roads, and
iii) countryside. We then associate a cost per km for each cat-
egory, based on the feedback from a telecom operator. Tab. II
reports the obtained fiber parameters. Clearly, the fiber cost is
relatively high when the site is located in the historical center.
In addition, deploying a fiber in the countryside has also a non-
negligible cost, mainly due to the need of building/enlarging
roads to reach the site, as well as overcoming obstacles such
as rivers and streams. Eventually, the fiber cost is lower than
in the other cases if the site is deployed on a side of a main
road, thus exploiting the road infrastructure which is already
available. Given the fiber cost per site, we compute the total
cost to deploy the fiber between each node pair (s, s′), which
we recall is denoted as Cs,s′

F . To this aim, we assume that
Cs,s′

F is computed as the average cost of the two endpoints of
the pair, multiplied by their Euclidean distance.4 The resulting
matrices reporting the fiber cost are reported in Fig. 3 for the
two scenarios.

We then consider the parameters related to energy. We set
Ed

R in accordance to typical values of energy consumed by a
UAV [37]. Moreover, we consider a fixed amount of energy
Es

F consumed by the site, which we expect to be higher than
Ed

R [6]. Focusing then on the battery levels BMAX and BMIN,
we set them in accordance to [8]. In addition, the amount of
energy produced by one SP is retrieved from the data available
for the location [38], by considering the month of June for the
two scenarios.

In the next part, we consider the installation costs of the
equipment, by adopting a setting similar to the one reported
in [6]. Despite the site installation cost Cs is much higher
compared to the costs for buying a single UAV/SP/battery,
we stress the fact that a single site may serve multiple areas,
and hence the number UAVs/SPs/batteries installed on it may
result in overall costs of these terms comparable to Cs.

Finally, the last rows of Tab. I report the setting for the
maximum number of SPs NMAX

SP and the maximum number
of batteries NMAX

B . We set both of them to sufficiently large
numbers, in order to guarantee that OPTRURALDESIGN and
DIARIZE are able to return feasible solutions.

VII. RESULTS

We code the OPTRURALDESIGN problem within the ILOG
CPLEX Optimization Studio software (v.12.7.1) and run it
on an a high performance computing cluster, composed of
four nodes, each of them equipped with 32 cores and 64
GB of RAM, for a total computing power of around 1.5
TeraFlops/s. On the other hand, the DIARIZE algorithm is
coded in Matlab, and run on a personal computer equipped
with an Intel i5 processor at 2.7 GHz and 8 GB of RAM.

4The investigation of more complex models to compute Cs,s′

F is left for
future work.
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Fig. 3: Links installation costs Cs,s′

F among all the possible
site pairs.

Apart from OPTRURALDESIGN and DIARIZE, we also
consider a classical approach, called REFDESIGN, as a term
of comparison.5 In REFDESIGN, the coverage is provided
by fixed BSs, mounted at the centers of the areas, and
connected by means of a minimum cost fiber ring. Clearly,
REFDESIGN does not exploit any UAV. In addition, we neglect
the installation costs of SPs and batteries for this solution,
in order to introduce a very optimistic assumption for this
strategy.

For the performance assessment, we divide the experiments
in the following sets: comparison of the algorithms, sensitivity
analysis of the DIARIZE parameters, and results from large
scenarios.

A. Algorithms Comparison

We solve OPTRURALDESIGN, DIARIZE and REFDESIGN
over the Frascati Small scenario. We initially set NS

MIN = 3,

5At the time of writing this paper, OPTRURALDESIGN and DIARIZE are
the only solutions jointly targeting: i) the selection of the installed ground
sites, ii) the design of the optical fiber rings interconnecting the sites, ii)
the dimensioning of each site in terms of SPs, batteries and used UAVs.
Thus, there is not (yet) an existing best benchmark targeting a similar goal.
Therefore, we select a classical approach based on fixed BSs as a term of
comparison.
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TABLE III: Algorithms comparison - Frascati Small scenario.

Equipment Types
Sites Optical Links Batteries Solar Panels UAVs Total Costs

Eq.
∑

s C
sys

∑
s,s′ C

s,s′

F fs,s
′ ∑

s CBN
s
B

∑
s CSPN

s
SP CDND Eq. (20)

REFDESIGN 400 300.01 - - - 700.01
OPTRURALDESIGN 120 167.02 7.65 20 86 400.67Cost [e×1000]

DIARIZE 120 167.02 7.65 23.2 86 403.87
Eq.

∑
s y

s
∑

s,s′ f
s,s′ ∑

sN
s
B

∑
sN

s
SP ND -

REFDESIGN 10 10 - - - 20
OPTRURALDESIGN 3 3 51 25 20 102Number

DIARIZE 3 3 51 29 20 106
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Fig. 4: Installed sites and fiber links
(OPTRURALDESIGN/DIARIZE) - Frascati Small scenario.

NS
MAX = 8 and I = 20 for DIARIZE. Moreover, we

set a maximum time limit of 5 [h] for OPTRURALDESIGN.
Tab. III reports the breakdown of the results in terms of
costs and number of installed devices for each solution, as
well as the total numbers. Focusing first on the comparison
between OPTRURALDESIGN and REFDESIGN, the former is
able to notably reduce the installation costs of sites and fibers
compared to the latter, thanks to the exploitation of the UAVs.
In particular, OPTRURALDESIGN requires the installation of 3
sites and the deployment of a ring with 3 links. On the other
hand, REFDESIGN imposes to install 10 sites and 10 fiber
links. In addition, the costs due to the installation of SPs and
batteries are kept limited by OPTRURALDESIGN. Although a
cost of 86 [e×1000] is experienced by installing the UAVs
(and this cost is comparable to the one spent for the installation
of a single site), the overall cost of OPTRURALDESIGN is
much lower compared to REFDESIGN, with a cost saving of
more than 42%. Focusing then on the comparison between
OPTRURALDESIGN and DIARIZE, we can note that both of
them select the installation of the same sites and the same fiber
links, as shown in Fig.4. Moreover, the total costs of batteries
is the same for both solutions. At last, there is only a minor
difference in terms of installed SPs, which is slightly higher in
DIARIZE. Eventually, the total costs of OPTRURALDESIGN
and DIARIZE are very close, with a relative difference of
less than 0.8%.

In the following, we compare in more detail the solutions re-
trieved by OPTRURALDESIGN and DIARIZE. Fig. 4 reports
the installed sites and the covered areas. Both the two solutions
select the same site locations and the same fiber links. The sites
that are installed are selected from the candidate sites located

TABLE IV: Breakdown of the installed SPs and batteries -
Frascati Small scenario.

Site IDMetric Algorithm 9 10 15
OPTRURALDESIGN 21 15 15Batteries DIARIZE 15 18 18
OPTRURALDESIGN 10 8 7SPs DIARIZE 11 9 9
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Fig. 5: Battery levels Bs(t) vs. time - OPTRURALDESIGN,
Frascati Small scenario.

in the central zone, where it is feasible to reach the areas that
need to be covered. Tab. IV reports then the breakdown of
the SPs and batteries installed in each site. Although the total
number of installed batteries is the same in the two solutions
(see Tab. III), their actual distribution over the sites is different.
In addition, OPTRURALDESIGN requires less SPs compared
to DIARIZE, and place them in a slight different way. This
is due to the fact that the optimal solution is able to tackle the
problem as a whole, while the heuristic works in a step-by-
step manner. In particular, the DIARIZE algorithm computes
the association of the areas to the sites in the first step, and
this association is kept fixed for the whole set of TSs. On the
other hand, OPTRURALDESIGN is able to change the area-to-
site association on a TS-level, thus exploiting in a wiser way
the energy available from the SPs. However, computing the
optimal solution has a non-negligible cost. In our experiment,
the time limit of 5 [h] allowed retrieving a solution with less
than 0.2% gap from the best integer one. On the contrary,
DIARIZE requires less than 90 [s] to retrieve the solution.

Up to this point, a natural question is then: what is the trend
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TABLE V: Impact of the I parameter for DIARIZE - Frascati
Small scenario.

Parameter Comp. Time Best Feasible Solution
I=5 8.25 [s] 504.76 [e×1000]
I=20 15.93 [s] 403.87 [e×1000]
I=40 27.93 [s] 403.87 [e×1000]

TABLE VI: Impact of the NS
MAX parameter for DIARIZE -

Frascati Small scenario.

Parameter Comp. Time Best Feasible Solution
NS

MAX = 4 12.31 [s] 403.87 [e×1000]
NS

MAX = 5 19.48 [s] 403.87 [e×1000]
NS

MAX = 6 13.29 [s] 412.79 [e×1000]
NS

MAX = 7 18.18 [s] 403.87 [e×1000]
NS

MAX = 8 15.93 [s] 403.87 [e×1000]

of the battery levels Bs(t) in the installed sites? To answer
this question, Fig. 5 reports Bs(t) for the three sites selected
by OPTRURALDESIGN. Interestingly, the battery level is not
constant. During the night, it tends to be decreased, due the
fact that: i) the energy from the SPs is not available, and ii) a
non-negligible amount of energy is consumed by the site and
the UAV(s) recharging on it. On the other hand, the battery
level is increased during the day, thanks to the energy produced
by SPs. Clearly, since site 9 has more batteries compared to
the other sites, its battery levels are in general higher than the
ones of site 10 and site 15.

B. Sensitivity Analysis of the DIARIZE parameters

We analyze the impact of varying the input parameters
of DIARIZE on the Frascati Small scenario. We initially
consider the variation of I = {5, 20, 40}, while we keep
NS

MAX = 8. We recall that I is used to control the number of
cycles of the k-medoids routine performed in line 1 of Alg. 2.
Moreover, we point out that I governs also the cycles of the
loop appearing in line 4 of Alg. 2. Tab. V reports the obtained
results in terms of total cost of the best feasible solution and
total computation time. As expected, a lower I results in a
shorter computation time, thanks to the fact that DIARIZE
reduces the required number of cycles. However, the quality
of the solution may be impacted. For example, when I = {5}
the total costs are increased by more than 24% compared to
the I = {20} case. On the other hand, a setting of I = {20}
already ensures a good quality in the obtained solution.

In the following, we vary NS
MAX = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, while we

keep a I = 20. We recall that the NS
MAX parameter is used

to select the maximum number of installed sites, which is
exploited by the k-medoids routine in line 1 of Alg. 2 and by
the for cycle in line 3. Tab. VI reports the obtained results.
Clearly, since in this case there are only 3 sites installed in the
best solution, it is already possible to retrieve a good solution
even when NS

MAX = 4. On the other hand, minor variations in
the computation times and in the total costs are experienced
for the other values of NS

MAX.
In the next part, we tried to answer to the question: How to

set NS
MIN without any a-priori information from the scenario?

To answer this question, Fig. 6 reports the transient behavior of
DIARIZE, obtained by placing a probe at line 15 of Alg. 2,
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scenario.
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and by collecting the total cost and the feasibility for each
solution indexed by k.6 Fig. 6a reports minimum, average and
total costs for the solutions found vs. k. Clearly, the cost tends
to increase with k, which is the number of installed sites in the
current iteration. Fig. 6b then reports the percentage of feasible
solutions over the total ones. When k is low, few feasible
solutions can be found (i.e., around 20% when k = 3). On
the contrary, when k is increased, the percentage of feasible
solutions is also increased. However, this results also in an
increase of the total costs. The two metrics could be used to
tune the NS

MIN parameter: in a general scenario, it may happen
that, for a specific value of NS

MIN, no feasible solutions can be
found. Therefore, NS

MIN should be increased until a feasible
solution becomes available. However, it is also important to
consider the increase in the total costs.

C. Results from Large Scenarios

We consider the Frascati Big scenario to run the REFDE-
SIGN and DIARIZE algorithms. Focusing on DIARIZE, we
set NS

MIN = 10, NS
MAX = 30, I = 40. In this case, solving the

problem with OPTRURALDESIGN is not practically feasible,
due to the very large problem size, coupled with its proven
complexity. On the other hand, DIARIZE is able to retrieve
a solution in less than 5 [minutes]. Tab. VII compares the
results obtained from DIARIZE and REFDESIGN. Interest-
ingly, DIARIZE is able to notably reduce the site installation

6During this experiment we set NS
MIN = 3, NS

MAX = 8, I = 40.
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TABLE VII: Algorithms comparison - Frascati Big scenario.

Equipment Types
Sites Optical Links Batteries Solar Panels UAVs Total Costs

Eq.
∑

s C
sys

∑
s,s′ C

s,s′

F fs,s
′ ∑

s CBN
s
B

∑
s CSPN

s
SP CDND Eq. (20)

REFDESIGN 1640 3169 - - - 4809Cost [e×1000]
DIARIZE 720 1849.75 40.05 121.6 352.6 3084

Eq.
∑

s y
s

∑
s,s′ f

s,s′ ∑
sN

s
B

∑
sN

s
SP ND -

REFDESIGN 41 41 - - - 82Number
DIARIZE 18 18 267 152 82 535

TABLE VIII: Breakdown of the elements installed by
DIARIZE - Frascati Big scenario.

Site ID Batteries SPs Served Areas UAVs
4,12,36,37 12 7 1 2

13,19,14,21,22,26,30,41 15 8 2 4
1,9,35 18 9 3 6

6,23,27 15 11 4 8

costs, as well as the fiber costs. Overall, the total cost reduc-
tion achieved by DIARIZE is more than 35% compared to
REFDESIGN. This result is achieved by installing only 18 sites
over 41 candidate ones, and by placing the optical ring in such
a way that reduces the fiber cost, as shown in Fig. 7.

In the following, we provide more details about the perfor-
mance results of the DIARIZE algorithm. Tab. VIII reports
the installed sites and their configuration in terms of: number
of batteries, number of SPs, number of served areas and
number of used UAVs. Interestingly, there is not a unique
configuration that is applied to all the installed sites. On the
contrary, four distinct configurations are used, each of them
characterized by a set of SPs, batteries, UAVs and number
of areas that are covered. This outcome further motivates our
approach, which is based on the idea of finding the optimal
configuration for each installed site, in order to minimize the
total installation costs. In addition, we can note that the higher
is the number of used UAVs, the higher is in general the
number of installed SPs and batteries. This is an expected re-
sult, since the larger is the set of UAVs performing recharging
actions, the higher will be their total energy demand. However,
we can note that the increase in the number of SPs is not
always followed by an increase in the number of batteries.
This trend appears e.g., in the last two configurations reported
in the bottom of the table. Therefore, a combined approach,
like the one pursued in this paper, is essential to: i) minimize
the total costs and ii) find the right combination of elements
that need to be installed in order to satisfy the constraints.

In the following, we provide additional details on the
performance of the DIARIZE, by analyzing the impact of
the variation of the number of cycles I . Tab. IX reports the
obtained results. By increasing I , it is possible to reduce
the total costs, due to the fact that the quality of the best
solution is improved (a similar trend has been observed also
in the Frascati Small scenario). However, the increase of I
has also an impact on the computation time, which tends to be
increased too. Interestingly, DIARIZE is always very effective
in limiting the total computation time, which is always less
than 5 minutes, even when I=40.

TABLE IX: Impact of the I parameter for DIARIZE - Frascati
Big scenario.

Parameter Comp. Time Best Feasible Solution
I=5 37.44 [s] 3584 [e×1000]
I=20 149.77 [s] 3521 [e×1000]
I=40 299.53 [s] 3084 [e×1000]

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section, we provide a brief discussion of our findings.
First of all, our work includes the REFDESIGN solution, in
which fixed BSs are used, as a term of comparison. The
shortcomings of the REFDESIGN scheme are larger installation
costs that are paid compared to OPTRURALDESIGN and
DIARIZE, since more fibers and/or physical infrastructure
have to be installed over the territory. A natural question can
be then: what are the shortcomings of the REFDESIGN scheme
in terms of coverage compared to OPTRURALDESIGN and
DIARIZE? To this aim, we point out that the set of areas
are given as input to our problems. More in depth, the size of
each area is already shaped to guarantee an adequate level
of coverage when it is served either by a fixed BS or a
UAV. In our work, in fact, we have assumed area sizes in
the order of square kilometers at most, a value completely in
line with coverage capabilities of currently deployed mobile
networks [6] and UAV-based ones [32]. Therefore, when an
area is served by either a fixed BS with REFDESIGN or
a UAV with OPTRURALDESIGN and DIARIZE, it is fully
covered. This alleviated us from the need of including a
detailed mathematical model to ensure to coverage, which
would dramatically increase the complexity of the considered
problem, due to the fact that the coverage has to be evaluated
over each Test Point (TP) in each area [40]. Eventually, we
point out that the coverage evaluation is important in scenarios
affected by strong sources of interference (like for example
urban deployments, see e.g., [41]) and/or when the coverage
radius of each BS is very large [6]. On the other hand,
our scenarios are based on rural areas of moderate size, in
which the negative effects of interference and/or large distance
from the serving BS are mitigated. The evaluation of detailed
coverage models is therefore left for future work.

Our work is tailored to the minimization of the CAPital
EXpenditures (CAPEX) costs of an architecture composed
of ground sites, solar panels, batteries, fibers and UAVs.
Specifically, each UAV is assumed to stay in the air for one
TS, whose duration is set to one hour in our scenarios, in order
to have sufficient time to complete the coverage mission. The
duration of the UAV mission is line with currently available
UAVs (see e.g., [39]). Once the mission is completed, the UAV
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comes back to a ground site to recharge itself. We assume
that also the recharge takes one time slot, which is again
a realistic parameter for currently available UAVs (see e.g.,
[39]). Given this picture, a natural question can be: why are
the OPerating EXpenditures (OPEX) costs not considered?
In other works, like for example [6], the OPEX costs of a
UAV-based architecture are expressed in terms of: i) energy
required to the grid and ii) maintenance costs for ground sites.
Differently from [6], in this work we consider a completely
self-sustainable architecture, in which the energy is solely
provided by solar panels and batteries. Therefore, no energy
is required to the grid. As a consequence, the energy required
to recharge the UAVs does not impact the OPEX. Focusing
then on the maintenance costs, in [6] they are proportional
to the number of installed ground sites. Since a UAV-based
architeture requires less ground sites compared to a reference
architecture composed of fixed BSs, we can conclude that
the OPEX of OPTRURALDESIGN and DIARIZE is lower
compared to the one of REFDESIGN.

In addition, we stress the fact that, in our work, the QoS
is expressed as a continuous coverage over a set of areas.
This constraint is ensured by all the algorithms taken under
consideration. Therefore, we do the comparison of REFDE-
SIGN, DIARIZE and OPTRURALDESIGN under the same
area QoS. Clearly, the evaluation of the QoS could be done
also to single users, that is: given a UAV that is covering
an area, how to wisely manage the radio resources of the
UAV among the users in the area, in order to maximize
their QoS? This management problem is also interesting,
although complementary to the dimensioning problem faced
by DIARIZE and OPTRURALDESIGN. Actually, the output
of our approach (in terms e.g., of installed elements) can be
used as input to the management problem, in which the QoS
of the users is optimized, through the management of the radio
resources provided by the UAVs.

Eventually, another aspect related to QoS is the amount
of capacity that each site has to reserve to each connected
area. With the REFDESIGN approach, each site serves a single
area, and therefore each area receives the maximum value
of capacity. On the other hand, for both DIARIZE and
OPTRURALDESIGN, a single site may serve multiple areas,
due to the fact that different UAVs, each of them serving an
area, are connected to the same site. In order to evaluate this
aspect, which may impact the performance to users, let us
denote with T s the total capacity that is available at site s
to collect the traffic coming from the served area(s). Let us
denote with Rs

a the amount of capacity that area a receives
from site s, thanks to the fact that there is a UAV serving a,
and this UAV is connected to s. In the Frascati Small scenario,
both DIARIZE and OPTRURALDESIGN install the same 3
sites over the territory. By inspecting the xsd,a(t) variables,
we obtain that 4 areas are served by UAVs connected to Site
9, 3 areas are served by UAVs connected to Site 10 and the
remaining 3 areas are served by UAVs connected to Site 15.
By assuming for simplicity T s = 1 [unit] ∀s ∈ S and a
proportional splitting of the site capacity assigned to each area,
we obtain the values of Rs

a reported in Tab. X.
Interestingly, each area receives on average an amount of

TABLE X: Site capacity Rs
a of DIARIZE /

OPTRURALDESIGN - Frascati Small Scenario.

Site IDArea ID 9 10 15
3 - 1/3 -
8 1/4 - -
9 1/4 - -
10 - 1/3 -
11 - 1/3 -
12 1/4 - -
13 1/4 - -
14 - - 1/3
15 - - 1/3
16 - - 1/3

site capacity reduced between 1/3 and 1/4 compared to the
maximum value T s. On the other hand, the REFDESIGN
approach always assumes the installation of a site in each area,
and therefore Rs

a = T s = 1 ∀a ∈ A, s ∈ S for this strategy.
Now, a natural question is then: how to compare the different
approaches considering Rs

a? A first observation is that, for
a given scenario solved by DIARIZE/OPTRURALDESIGN,
the less sites are installed compared to REFDESIGN, the
lower is the value of Rs

a. However, this parameter can be
easily controlled both inside the model and the algorithm, by
imposing a constraint on the maximum number of areas that
can be served by each site in each TS. More formally, we
introduce the following constraint:∑

a∈A

∑
d∈D

xsd,a(t) ≤ OMAX ∀s ∈ S, t ∈ T (21)

where OMAX is the maximum number of areas that can
be served by the UAVs connected to the same site. In or-
der to compare the DIARIZE/OPTRURALDESIGN and the
REFDESIGN approaches under the same capacity assigned
to each area, we set OMAX = 1. Moreover, we remind
that, with REFDESIGN, we adopt the assumption that each
site is connected to the grid, and therefore no SPs/batteries
have to be installed. In order to make a fair comparison, we
introduce this assumption also for our algorithms. We then
run OPTRURALDESIGN with OMAX = 1, and we get the
results reported in Tab.XI. By analyzing the table, we can
conclude that, when each site has to guarantee the maximum
capacity to each area, the UAV-based solution requires higher
costs compared to the reference approach. This is due to
the following reasons: i) the number of sites installed by
OPTRURALDESIGN is equal to the number of areas, ii)
additional costs are paid by OPTRURALDESIGN compared to
REFDESIGN, due to the exploitation of the UAVs. However,
we point out that: i) the setting of OMAX = 1 is an extreme
case, ii) users in the rural zones are more willing to receive
a mobile connectivity, rather than having the same capacity
offered in urban zones [6], iii) the operator will not likely
deploy a site in each area, due to the large installation costs
that are incurred, iv) the capacity of the UAV-based solutions
could be improved by allowing multiple UAVs (connected
to different sites) serving the same area at the same time.
However, we also point out that a detailed investigation of
such aspects is left for future work.
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TABLE XI: Algorithms comparison with OMAX = 1 - Frascati Small scenario.

Equipment Types
Sites Optical Links Batteries Solar Panels UAVs Total Costs

Eq.
∑

s C
sys

∑
s,s′ C

s,s′

F fs,s
′ ∑

s CBN
s
B

∑
s CSPN

s
SP CDND Eq. (20)

REFDESIGN 400 300.01 - - - 700.01Cost [e×1000]
OPTRURALDESIGN 400 300.01 - - 86 786.01

Eq.
∑

s y
s

∑
s,s′ f

s,s′ ∑
sN

s
B

∑
sN

s
SP ND -

REFDESIGN 10 10 - - - 20Number
OPTRURALDESIGN 10 10 - - 20 40

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have targeted the problem of minimizing the installa-
tion costs for a UAV-based cellular architecture tailored to
serve rural areas. We have initially formulated the innovative
OPTRURALPLAN problem, which is able to select the sites
that need to be installed, the set of optical fiber links that
interconnect the sites through a ring, as well the dimensioning
of each site in terms of number of SPs and number of
batteries. The presented formulation takes into account the
UAVs covering constraints, the recharging actions of the UAVs
over time, as well as the constraints relative to installation of
sites, SPs and batteries. In the following, we have designed
the DIARIZE algorithm, which is able to retrieve a solution
in a reasonably low amount of time. The results obtained over
the Frascati Small scenario show that DIARIZE performs
close to OPTRURALPLAN in terms of total installation costs.
In addition, the analysis on the Frascati Big scenario reveals
that DIARIZE is able to notably reduce the costs compared
to a classical REFDESIGN algorithm, by applying different
configurations of UAVs, SPs and batteries to the installed sites.

As next step, we plan a variety of research activities. First,
the evaluation of longer missions performed by the UAVs
may be an interesting option. Second, we plan to study the
impact of the uncertainty in the SP energy (e.g., due to the
presence of bad weather conditions). Third, we will introduce
the evaluation of the Quality of Service (QoS) perceived by
users and the level of coverage. In this case, the integration
of our approach with solutions providing the placement of the
UAVs in the 3D space may be a promising goal.
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